Fifth Disease (parvovirus B19)

In every pregnancy, a woman starts out with a 3-5% chance of having a baby with a birth defect. This is called her background risk. This sheet talks about whether exposure to fifth disease may increase the risk for birth defects over that background risk. This information should not take the place of medical care and advice from your health care provider.

**What is fifth disease?**

Fifth disease, also called erythema infectiosum, is a viral illness caused by human parvovirus B19. It usually affects children ages 4 to 14. The infection often starts with mild fever, headache, sore throat, and flu-like symptoms. Children can also develop a bright red rash on the face that looks like “slapped cheeks”, along with a lacy or bumpy rash on the body, arms, and legs. When adults get Fifth disease, joint aches are a common symptom (more common in adults than children). Rash and joint symptoms may develop several weeks after infection. A pregnant woman who develops symptoms of fifth disease may or may not develop a facial or body rash. Some adults (about 20 to 30%) infected with parvovirus B19 will not have symptoms.

**Is fifth disease contagious?**

Yes, fifth disease is very contagious. The virus is spread through contact with secretions of the nose and lungs (mucus), and through contact with blood. The time between infection and the development of the illness (incubation period) is between 4 and 21 days.

Individuals with fifth disease are most infectious before the onset of symptoms and are unlikely to be contagious after the development of the rash. This makes efforts to prevent exposure difficult.

**I don’t remember ever having fifth disease. Should I be tested?**

Because fifth disease is a mild illness, and most people get infected as children, many adults may not remember if they ever had it. About 50% of adults have had the infection, have antibodies to the virus, and are immune. These antibodies prevent infection for you and your unborn baby. A blood test can be done to look for the antibodies and tell if you have had the infection or are not immune. Once you have had fifth disease, it’s very rare to be re-infected.

**I don’t think I’ve had fifth disease and I am a pre-school teacher. Could I be exposed at work?**

Many women that work with children have antibodies to parvovirus B19 and are not at risk for infection. You can ask your health care provider to do a blood test for antibodies to parvovirus B19 to see if you are immune to fifth disease. If you are not immune to the disease, and work with children, there is a risk that you will be infected. You can lower your risk of infection by practicing good hygiene such as washing your hands regularly and not sharing food or drinks.

**My children had fifth disease about 3 weeks ago and now my joints are sore. I am pregnant. Could I have fifth disease?**

Yes, it is possible that you have fifth disease. However, there are many other causes of joint pain. Your health care provider can order a blood test to check for antibodies for fifth disease. If you are not immune, you have a 50% risk of becoming infected from contact with an infected family member. It is important to be properly diagnosed since it helps your health care provider watch for possible pregnancy complications.
I am pregnant and testing showed that I recently had fifth disease. Is my pregnancy at increased risk of problems because of the infection?

Studies show that most women who become infected with fifth disease during pregnancy deliver healthy babies. However, if a woman is infected during pregnancy, there is up to a 33% chance of passing the infection to the baby. Of the 33% prenatally infected, approximately 10% will have complications. There are some reports of the placenta also becoming infected. The placenta is the organ that develops during pregnancy and works as the blood connection between mom and the baby.

Fetal infection with fifth disease (whether a mother has symptoms or not) can lead to inflammation of the heart (myocarditis) and can damage the bone marrow so that red blood cells cannot be made (aplastic crisis). This can lead to anemia, a condition in which the body does not have enough healthy red blood cells. Fetuses with mild anemia generally recover. Rarely, if the heart damage or anemia is severe, hydrops fetalis (excess fluid in fetal tissues) can occur and may lead to fetal death. Sometimes, the hydrops goes away without treatment. Rarely, a baby is born unable to make red blood cells and will need blood transfusions. Babies with hydrops may also have breathing problems at birth.

In a small number of cases, fetal loss can occur. Infection in the first 20 weeks of pregnancy has up to a 10-15% chance of fetal loss, but this risk decreases into the third trimester. Infection after 20 weeks gestation also carries a risk; though likely lower, for fetal loss.

Neurodevelopmental problems have been reported in a smaller percentage of infected pregnancies that develop complications.

I had fifth disease in my pregnancy. Are there any tests I can have to see if my baby is OK?

An ultrasound can tell whether the baby has hydrops and can look at the amount of amniotic fluid around the baby. A series of ultrasounds for several months after the time of infection may be helpful. Your health care provider may want to do some other tests to study the platelet count and red blood cells in your baby, and use ultrasound to measure blood flow through a vessel in the baby’s brain. Your healthcare providers will help to determine what testing or screening is right for your pregnancy.

What if the father of the baby has a Fifth disease?

There are no studies on how parvovirus may affect a man’s ability to get his partner pregnant. However, since Fifth disease is contagious, talk to your health care provider about testing if your partner has been diagnosed with this. In general, exposures that fathers have are unlikely to increase risks to a pregnancy. For more information, please see the MotherToBaby fact sheet Paternal Exposures at https://mothertobaby.org/fact-sheets/paternal-exposures-pregnancy/pdf/.

My dog has a parvovirus infection. Can I catch it from him?

No. Dog parvovirus is different from human parvovirus. Cat parvovirus is also different. Pregnant women are at risk only from the parvovirus that infects humans.

Please click here for references.
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